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Abstract 
 
An ion-cell model for electric double layers is proposed, at which a cation and an anion 
are included in the cell volume equivalent to the bulk concentration without extra 
condensation by an electric field. It is different from the Gouy-Chapman theory at the 
point of avoiding the condensation. The differential capacitance was evaluated by 
analyzing the model with statistical mechanics. The model assumes that the rigid, 
spherical ions of 1:1 electrolyte are not adsorbed chemically on the electrode, that they 
are subjected to both ion-ion interactions and the external electric field, and that they 
keep thermal equilibrium by moving in the direction normal to the electrode. Partition 
functions of the anion and the cation were obtained from the electrostatic energy for 
these forces on the basis of the canonical ensemble. The average location of these ions 
and the differential capacitance were evaluated as a function of both ionic 
concentrations and the electrode potential. The potential variation of the capacitance 
showed two humps over a constant value, whereas the Gouy-Chapman theory predicts a 
sharp minimum at a potential zero charge. The capacitance was nearly proportional to 
1/3 powers of the concentration. A typical capacitance value was ca. 65 F cm-2 for 1 
mol dm-3 salt solution. The model is suitable for high concentration of salts. This model 
does not need to incorporate the inner layer capacitance. 
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1. Introduction 
 
    The model of electric double layers, first suggested by Helmholtz [1], presents the 
behavior of the parallel capacitor at which ions attracted to the electrode by the electric 
field induces opposite charge on the electrode. Gouy [2] and Chapman [3] considered a 
degree of attraction as a balance of the electric field with thermal fluctuation. They 
combined Poisson's equation with Boltzmann's equations to derive expressions for the 
electric field, the ion- and potential-distributions and the electrostatic capacitance as a 
function of applied voltage and concentrations of ions. The differential capacitance 
increases exponentially with an increase in potential difference from the potential of 
zero charge (pzc). The exponential divergence has been explained in terms of 
condensation of ions over their size [4-7]. Stern improved the divergence by introducing 
a parallel plate capacitor, called an inner layer, similar to the Helmholtz model in a 
series combination with Gouy-Chapman's (GC) diffuse double layer capacitor [8]. The 
inner layer capacitor is assumed to be composed of a metallic electrode plate and a 
hypothetical conducting plate of ions in the diffuse double layer, which sandwich 
monomolecular layer of solvent with thickness, x2. Then the capacitance is expressed by 
0r/x2, where r is the relative permittivity of the solvent.  
    Some modifications of the GC theory have been proposed. They include the 
statistical field approach [ 9 ], generalized mean spherical approximation [ 10 ], 
introduction of exclusion volume [11-14], modification of the Ornstein-Zernicke 
equation for statistical mechanics [15,16], and a lattice gas model [17]. Since these 
approaches are based on the GC theory, they have resorted to the average of ionic 
charges, called the mean-field approximation. When ion size is taken into account by 
means of Monte Carlo simulations, ions in the vicinity of the electrode are layered on 
the electrode [18,19]. The layering has been supported under even complicated 
conditions [20-25]. 
     The GC theory has some debatable points [9,26-28]. Neglecting the volume of 
ions in the theory makes ions overlap each other by a strong electric field. When 0.1 V 
vs. pzc is applied to an electrode in 1:1 salt with 1 mol dm-3, for instance, the GC theory 
provides 50 mol dm-3 concentration of the salt near the electrode. The GC theory does 
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not exhibit any layering of ions on the electrode because charges with opposite signs are 
cancelled smoothly by the mean-field approximation. The capacitance at 0.1 V for the 
pzc becomes 6.6 times (= exp(0.1F/(2RT)) larger than that at the pzc. These unrealistic 
points against experimental results have been elucidated in the light of adsorption of 
ions [9,29-34] and of neutral compounds [9,35-37].  
    A double layer model is presented here, in which anions and cations are located at 
different positions so that electrostatic forces are balanced in a thermal bath. It does not 
use the mean-field approximation but includes the force balances for anions and cations 
separately. The electrostatic energy yields a partition function of a canonical ensemble. 
Average distances of ions from the electrode provide surface charge density on the 
electrode and the differential capacitance. The capacitance values and curves of the 
capacitance vs. electrode potentials are compared with experimental values. Difference 
from the GC theory is addressed. An advantage of the model is simple, easy 
applications to real double layers without professional computation.  
 
2. Model 
 
    The electrochemical system concerned here consists of a working planar electrode 
immersed in 1:1 salt and a reference electrode far from the working electrode. The salt 
is composed of spherical rigid ions with a common radius r0. Voltage, 0, is applied to 
the working electrode against the reference electrode. Concentrations, c, of the salt are 
as high as 1 mol dm-3, or close to the values at which the thickness of the ionic 
atmosphere, -1, is similar to the diameter of ions, for example, 0.31 nm of a water 
molecule calculated from the molar volume. At this value of -1, thermal fluctuation of 
ions within the diameter changes the structure of diffuse double layer of the GC model. 
    We define the average distance between the closest neighboring cation and anion, 
2a, as 
                                 (1) 
 
where NA is the Avogadro constant. Since 2a = 0.94 nm for c = 1 mol dm-3, the cube 
with the side length of the diffuse double layer ( -1 = 0.31 nm) includes 0.04 
  3/122  cNa A
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((=0.31/0.94)3) ions. Thus, it is not easy to define concentrations within the diffuse 
double layer. We pay attention to the locations of a cation and an anion neighboring 
closest to the electrode. Distances of the cation, x+, and of the anion, x-, from the 
electrode are regarded as a characteristic of the double layer, instead of concentrations 
of ions. Both the ions are at different locations of y and z, even if x+ = x-. They move in 
the direction perpendicular to the electrode surface, depending on ion-ion interactions 
and the electric field. Ions on the second and more layers are kept to be located at their 
equilibrium positions, as is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
    We focus a cation located at (x+, 0, 0) and a neighboring anion at (x-, 2a, 0), called 
target ions, where x+ and x- are less than 3a. The target cation is surrounded with five 
anions located at (3a, 0, 0), (x-, 2a, 0), (x-, -2a, 0), (x-, 0, 2a) and (x-, 0, -2a). The target 
anion is also surrounded with five cations at (3a, 2a, 0), (x+, 0, 0), (x+, 4a, 0), (x+, 2a, 2a) 
and (x+, 2a, -2a). All the ions located at (3a, 2ia, 2ia) for a non-negative integer i are 
regarded as in the bulk so that they have no effect of the external electric field. This 
model simplifies evaluation of the force acting on the cation and the anion. Centers of 
the target ions are confined in the cell ranging (r0 < x < 3a-2r0, 0, 0) because of their 
rigid size. 
 
3. Derivation 
 
3.1. Partition Functions 
 
   We consider the x-directional, electrostatic forces acting on the target cation at (x+, 
0, 0). The forces include the ion-electrode interaction, the ion-ion interactions and the 
force by the external electric field. Since the distance of the target cation to the anion at 
(3a,0,0) is 3a – x+, the coulombic force between them is expressed by 
                       (2) 
    The target cation is attracted to the electrode by the negative charge which is 
induced on the electrode surface. The vector of the electric field on the electrode should 
 2r021 3π4/)(   xaexf 
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be perpendicular to the electrode surface in order to satisfy the boundary condition at an 
electric conductor [38]. A simple technique of satisfying the condition of the conductor 
is to use a concept of a mirror image of charge [39]. Setting the mirror image of the 
cation to be at (-x+, 0, 0), the coulombic force between the cation and the mirror image 
is given by 
                           (3) 
This is the physical adsorption force on the electrode. 
     When voltage, 0, is applied to the electrode against the reference electrode, it 
varies in the double layer to tend to zero in the bulk across the double layer. Since it has 
been assumed that the bulk lies in the domain, x > 3a, the external voltage is applied to 
the region, 0 < x < 3a. Therefore the force acting on the cation is given by 
                                   (4) 
 
     The target cation interacts with four anions which are closest neighboring to the 
cation in the y- and z- directions for the geometry in Fig. 1. The distance between the 
cation and the four anions is [(x+ - x-)2 + 4a2]1/2. The x-component of the interacting 
force is expressed as 
 
   (5) 
 
where the fraction including the square-root means the fraction of the x-component. 
    The expressions for the four forces on the target cation are replaced by those for 
the target anion at (x-, 2a, 0): 
                          (6) 
 
                            (7) 
 
                                   (8) 
 
    (9) 
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    The electrostatic energies for the target ions are obtained by integrating the above 
forces from a to x+ or x-. The ion-ion interaction should be a half of the integral because 
both ions share the common energy [40]. The sums of the four energies are given for the 
target cation and the anion, respectively, 
 
        (10) 
 
Carrying out the integration yields 
 
  (11) 
 
 
  (12) 
 
Here, C1 and C2 are constants relevant to the lower limit of the integration. C1 is 
explicitly independent of x+, and C2 is also of x-. 
    The target ions are in a heat bath at temperature T without exchange of mass. 
Therefore they belong to a Canonical ensemble. Probabilities of the presence of the 
target cation and the anion at x+ and at x- are expressed, respectively, by exp(-U+/kBT) 
and exp(-U-/kBT), where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Distances x+ and x- vary between 
the shortest approach r0 to the electrode and the bulk ion at 3a-2r0. The total 
probabilities are given by the integral of exp[-(U+-C1)/kBT] and exp[-(U--C2)/kBT] for x+ 
and at x-, respectively, in this domain. When the substitutions, x+ = a and x- = a are 
applied to the integrals for U+ and U-, respectively, the partition functions are expressed 
by 
 
                        (13) 
where 
 
       (14) 
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                                (15) 
 
Here the upper sign in  corresponds to that in -+. Z+'(x-) and Z-'(x+) depend on x- and x+, 
respectively, because of the interactions with the four neighboring ions (f4). It is 
necessary to make further average for x- and x+ in order to complete the partition 
function, which is given by 
 
                               (16) 
 
Expected values x+ and x- are given by 
          (17) 
 
 
3.2 Surface Charge Density and Differential Capacitance 
 
     The surface charge density at the electrode is a product of the electric field at the 
electrode by 0r. The electric field is the sum of the fields by ionic interactions and the 
external field. Of the four forces, the interaction with four neighboring ions contributes 
less to the partition function, as will be demonstrated in section 4. We consider the first 
three forces. The potential at any point (x, y, z) formed by ions in the cube (0 < x < 2a, 
-a < y < a, -a < z < a) is ascribed to the target cation at x+, the anion at 3a, and their 
mirror images at -x+ and -3a. It is expressed by 
 
  
(18) 
 
This equation has already been satisfied with the boundary conditions on the conductor, 
(+ion/y)x=0= 0 and (+ion/z)x=0= 0. Carrying out the differentiation of Eq. (18) with 
respect to x, we obtain the expression for the total electric field, which is given by the 
sum of the ionic fields in the x-direction, -(+ion/x)x=0, and the external field: 
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 (19) 
 
The electric field averaged over the rectangular domain (0, -a < y < a, -a < z < a) can be 
approximately substituted into the average over the circular domain in radius a. By use 
of the following approximation: 
 (20) 
 
the average electric field at the electrode generated by the target cation is expressed by 
 
       (21) 
 
The target anion also generates the electric field at the electrode. The average field is 
given by Eq. (21) in which e and x+ are replaced by -e and x-, respectively. 
    The observed surface charge density is the average value formed by the target ions. 
It is expressed by 
 
        (22) 
 
Values of x+ and x- can be obtained from Eq. (17). The term 3/101/2 in Eq. (21), which 
stands for the interaction between the target cation (anion) and the bulk ions, was 
cancelled in the derivation of Eq. (22). Therefore, the ions at x = 3a does not contributes 
directly to the surface charge but does indirectly through x+ and x-. The differential 
capacitance is obtained by /0, that is, 
 
          (23) 
 
 
3.3 Potential Distribution 
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    The potential distribution in the double layer has been expressed by Eq. (18) 
superimposed by 0x/3a for the external potential control. It varies not only with x but 
also with y and z. A key of understanding the double layer is to consider potential profile 
only in the x-direction. We averaged the y- and z-potential distributions over the 
rectangular domain (x, -a < y < a, -a < z < a) for 0 < x < 3a, and used the following 
approximation for any constant, k, as was made in the average of the electric field: 
 
 
Then we have 
 
   (24) 
 
The averaged potential distribution is given by  
 
Since the potential in Eq. (24) has been taken to be zero at x = 0 for the calculation of 
the mirror image potential, we replace it by the zero-potential in the bulk (x = 3a). The 
replacement can be done by adding 0(1-x/3a) to Eq. (24): 
 
 
 
               (25) 
 
The electric field at the electrode is given by 
 
 
       (26) 
 
4. Numerical calculations 
 
4.1 Distributions of Energy and Concentrations 
 
  2/ion-ionion   
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    A model solution considered here is 1 mol dm-3 NaCl aqueous solution at 25oC, or 
a = 0.47 nm. The value of the diffusion coefficient of Na+ and Cl- is reported to be 
1.310-5 cm2 s-1 [41]. When the Stokes-Einstein equation is applied to this value, we 
obtained r0= 0.185 nm. We define each energy in Eq. (11) as U+1 = /(3a - x+), U+2 = 
/8x+, U+3 = -e0x+/3a, and U+4 = 2((x+-x-)2 +4a2)-1/2 , where  = -e2/40r. Variations 
of U+n (n = 1 - 4) with x+ were calculated at 0 = 0.026 V for r = 78.5 and were plotted 
in Fig. 2. Here, the origin of the vertical axis was taken to be arbitrary, because 
interesting is only variation of the energies with x+ rather than the absolute value. The 
variation of U+4 (interaction of the cations with the four neighboring anions) is smaller 
than the others. Therefore the integrals in Eq. (16) with respect to x have minor 
contributions to <x> of Eq. (17), and so Z' is approximately equivalent to Z for 
estimation of <x>. In contrast, the energy by the external field, U+3, is altered largely 
with 0. The variation of U+3 in Fig. 2 at 0, = 0.026 V corresponds to the thermal 
energy (RT = 2.4 kJ mol-1) at 25oC. The difference in the energy of the external field in 
the domain of r0 < x < 3a-2r0, U+3 ( = U+3(r0) - U+3(3a-2r0) =1.6 kJ mol-1), is similar to 
that in the physical adsorption energy, U+2 ( = U+2(r0) - U+2(3a-2r0) = 1.1 kJ mol-1). 
Consequently, the physically adsorbed ion is readily exchanged with bulk ions by 
thermal fluctuation. On the other hand, the difference in the interaction energy with the 
anion at x = 3a, U+1 ( = U+1(3a-2r0) - U+1(r0) = 4.0 kJ mol-1) is larger than the thermal 
energy. 
    Variations of <x+> and <x-> were computed numerically from Eq. (17) for various 
values of 0 at cb = 1.0 mol dm-3 by use of Eq. (13)-(16). They are plotted against 0 in 
Fig. 3, showing sigmoidal curves. Voltages over 0 > 0.3 V repulse the target cation 
from the electrode and attract the target anion to the electrode. The ion size is shown as 
open circles on the <x>-curves in Fig. 3. Extremely high voltages make the centers of 
the ions approach lines (a) and (b). In order to estimate the effect of the lateral 
interaction (U4), we evaluated <x+> by use of Z' on the assumption of setting x- = 1.5 a 
instead of using Z. The <x+>-curve thus obtained (dashed line in Fig. 2) is close to the 
accurate (solid) curve. Consequently the lateral interaction has a minor contribution to 
<x>. 
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    Shape of <x> vs. 0 curves play an important role in examining shape of 
capacitance vs. 0 curves, as has been shown in Eq. (23). Values of d<x>/d0 were 
obtained by numerical differentiation, and were plotted in Fig. 4, exhibiting a bell shape. 
The bell for x+ is asymmetric with that for x- with respect to the potential axis. This fact 
is caused by U+1 > U+2. 
    Concentration distributions are one of important measure in understanding the 
double layer. The concentration of ions in the present model can be defined as the 
inverse of the volume (2a)2x+, because there is one ion in this volume of the cubic cell. 
Since the bulk concentration is given by the inverse of (2a)3 from Eq. (1), the 
normalized concentration in the double layer can be represented by x+/a, or the expected 
concentration can be by <x+>/a. Thus the concentration distribution is the same as in Fig. 
3. 
 
4.2 Differential Capacitance 
 
     The surface charge density, given by Eq. (22), is a function of 0 and a or 
concentration. It is a sum of the electric field caused by the external voltage, 0r0/3a 
and that by ion-ion interaction. The variation of  with 0 is plotted in Fig. 5 for cb = 1 
mol dm-3, where the contribution of the external voltage is shown in dashed line. The 
charge density is zero at 0 = 0 V, which is the pzc. The external voltage contributes by 
more than a half to the total surface charge. When a positive potential is applied to the 
electrode, the anion is attracted to the electrode, inducing positive charge on the 
electrode surface by the electric tension. This contribution for |0| > 0.3V is independent 
of 0. The independence is caused by the limit of approach of the ion to the electrode 
and to the counter ion by the radius so that x-  r0 and x+  3a-2r0. Then the contribution 
of the ion-ion interaction to the surface charge can be approximated as 
 
 
  
 
The numerical value of ion at cb = 1 mol dm-3 is 0.036 Cm-2. 
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    The differential capacitance was evaluated from Eq. (23) at cb = 1 mol dm-3 for 
various values of 0, and was plotted in Fig. 6. A mountain shape with two humps was 
obtained, exhibiting symmetry with respect to 0 = 0. The foot of the mountain (-.-.- in 
Fig. 6) is attributed to the external voltage, 0r/3a. The potential of one hump 
corresponds to that of a peak in Fig. 4. The appearance of the two peaks is consistent 
with experimental values of C by Valette [42], Damaskin [27] and Foresti et al [43], as 
shown in Fig. 6(a)–(c). Here the plots of the experimental values were shifted so that the 
valley is located at the pzc. Some experimental data, however, show monotonic 
variation, as is shown in Fig. 6(d) by Grahame [44]. Figure 6 also shows the capacitance 
vs. 0 curve without f4 (lateral ion-ion interactions) as the dashed curve. Actually 
negligible difference is found. 
     Figure 7 shows variations of the capacitance vs. potential curves at several values 
of concentrations. The capacitance increased with an increase in the concentration. This 
result is inconsistent with the inner capacitance (0r/x2) by the Stern model which is 
determined mostly by the relative permittivity of solvent. The increase can be realized 
from the inclusion of a-3 and a-1 in Eq. (23), corresponding to cb and cb1/3, respectively. 
We examined detailed variation of the concentration of the capacitance at 0 = 0V. 
Figure 8 shows the dependence of the capacitance on cb and cb1/3. The capacitance has 
roughly a linear relation with cb1/3. Figure 8 also shows a contribution of only the 
external voltage (c) to the capacitance. The difference of curve (b) from curve (c) lies in 
components of f1 and f2. These contribute largely to the capacitance for high 
concentrations, as can be intuitively predicted. The approximate linearity is supported 
by the experimental data (d) by by Valette [42]. However, Grahame's data of NaF (e) 
[45] do not obey the proportionality to cb1/3 but do obey cb0.2. 
     Another feature of double layers is an average potential distribution in the 
x-direction within the layer. Figure 9 shows the distribution calculated from Eq. (25) at 
two values of 0 for cb = 1.0 mol dm-3. Here, the domain valid for Eq. (25) is limited to 
r0 < x < 3a - 2r0. The application of the voltage would provide intuitively the linear 
variation (dashed line). The anion decreases the potential, whereas the cation increases 
it, according to Gauss' law. Therefore, the potential varies sharply at x- and x+ from the 
linear variations so that f1 and f2 may cancel out the external electric field. Of interest 
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is the electric field in the domain between x- and x+, the sign of which is opposite to the 
external electric field when |0| < 0.13 V (Fig. 9(a)). With an increase in |0|, the sharp 
variations at x is smoothed by |0|. 
     Figure 10 shows dependence of the electric field at the electrode on |0| for three 
concentrations, calculated from Eq. (26). The electric field is slightly larger than that by 
the linear potential distribution because of the decrease in the potential by the anion at x- 
for 0 > 0. The electric field is approximately proportional to 0 and cb1/3. 
 
5 Comparison with GC theory and other ones 
 
5.1 Similarity and Difference in Principles 
 
    It is interesting to specify some differences between the ion-cell model and the GC 
theory. The average charge of the GC theory is given by cbe sinh(-e/kBT)/2, whereas 
that of the ion-cell model is represented by cbe (x+ - x-)/a. The variation of the former 
with 0 is close to an exponential function, while that of the latter is a sigmoid similar to 
in Fig. 3. The former is larger than the latter by 10, 100 and 1000 times for |0| = 0.10, 
0.16 and 0.22 V, respectively. Ions in the GC theory are condensed more by these ratios 
than those in the ion-cell model. At this point, the ion-cell model can resolve the 
unrealistic condensation of the GC theory. 
    The ion-dispersed domain in the GC theory, called a diffuse layer -1 = 
(0rkBT/2NAcb)1/2/e, results from the balance of electric force on ions and the diffusion 
force. The thicknesses of the diffuse layer are 3.0, 0.96 and 0.30 nm for cb = 0.01, 0.1 
and 1 mol dm-3. On the other hand, the thickness for the ion-cell model is given by 3a, 
of which values are 13, 6.0, 2.8 nm for the above values of cb, respectively. The 
thickness for the ion-cell model is always larger than molecular size. The diffuse layer 
of ion-cell model is more reasonably defined as a thickness composed of molecules than 
the GC theory. 
    The basic electromagnetic equation of the GC theory is Poisson's equation, 
whereas the ion-cell model has used the sum of the Coulombic forces. Both are 
essentially the same because the former has been derived from the latter in 
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electromagnetics. The boundary conditions for the GC theory have been given at the 
electrode and the infinite bulk only in the x-direction. On the other hand, the ion-cell 
model has dealt not only with x-direction but also with y- and z-directions, which has 
prevent the overlap of ions. Complications of the boundary conditions associated with 
the extension to y- and z-directions have been solved by the mirror image technique. 
The force induced on the electrode (f2+ , f2-), called electrostatic surface tension, does 
not seem to be included in the GC theory. However, it is automatically taken into 
account in the GC theory by solving the boundary value problem of the Poisson's 
equation at the electrode. 
    Thermodynamics in the GC theory includes determination of concentration 
distributions of ions by use of Boltzmann equilibrium, whereas that in the ion-cell 
model includes the substitution of U of Eq. (11) and (12) into the Boltzmann equation 
to yield the distribution of x. Both the techniques are essentially the same in the point 
of using Boltzmann equilibrium. The GC theory has incorporated the ion-ion interaction 
through the mean-field approximation with the Boltzmann equation, whereas the 
ion-cell model has introduced this interaction directly as the electrostatic force. 
 
5.2 Difference in Capacitance 
 
     The capacitance of the GC theory is proportional to cb1/2 for low concentrations, 
whereas the capacitance of the ion-cell model is approximately proportional to cb1/3 for 
high concentrations. The agreement of the cb1/3-dependence with the experimental 
results in Fig. 8(d) may be simply due to experimental feasibility at high concentrations. 
Since the two models are different at the starting points, the two dependences cannot be 
connected smoothly. 
    Discussion is directed to values of capacitances. The inner layer capacitance of the 
Stern model, expressed by 0r/x2, is estimated to be 220 F cm-2 for a diameter of a 
water molecule, x2 = 0.31 nm. In contrast, the capacitance of the GC theory at a pzc has 
230 F cm-2 for cb = 1 mol dm-3. A series combination of the two capacitors gives 112 
F cm-2, which is by 5-10 times larger than experimental ones. The overestimation has 
been improved by dielectric saturation. On the other hand, capacitance values of the 
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ion-cell model are close to experimental ones, as shown in Fig. 8, without using the 
dielectric saturation. 
    A feature of capacitance vs. potential curves of the GC theory takes a valley form 
as in Fig. 11(a), whereas that of the ion-cell model exhibits two humps as in Fig. 11(d). 
The valley is caused by accumulation of positive (negative) charge to the electrode 
through the exponential relation to the negative (positive) voltage. It is also found for 
the modified Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory with the solvent primitive model (Fig. 
11(b)) and with the exclusion volume model (Fig. 11(b)) [46], where the surface charge 
density in Fig. 3 of ref. 46 was replaced by the electrode potential by use of the 
capacitance values through the integration of C = d/d0. The appearance of the valley 
seems to be a characteristic of the mean-field theory. Unfortunately no capacitance data 
over a wide potential domain was available in ref. 46. The hard sphere model with the 
PB type seems to exhibit two humps like the ion-cell model. This prediction can also be 
confirmed by the hard sphere model including non-electrostatic interactions with by 
Caprio et al. [47] at some values of cb, as shown in Fig. 12. With an increase in the 
concentrations, the two humps disappear in the PB type. Nevertheless, no two-hump 
appeared in the curves of the ion-cell model under these conditions. The appearance of 
the foot of the two humps in the ion-cell model is attributed to the decrease in the 
electric tension with an increase in |0|, as can be found from the slight variation of <x> 
for |0| > 0.2 V in Fig. 3.  
    Differential capacitance vs. potential curves have also been obtained by molecular 
dynamics (MD). Figure 13 shows comparisons of the differential capacitances by the 
MD (a [48], b [49], c [50]) with those by the ion-cell model (a', b', c') under the 
respective conditions, where the values by the ion-cell model were obeyed by the right 
axis. The values of the capacitance have not so large potential-dependence as in the 
Gouy-Chapman theory (Fig. 11(a)). Consequently, the extra-accumulation of charge by 
the electric field in the mean-field theory can be accomplished both in MD and the 
ion-cell model. Nevertheless, values of the capacitance by MD are by one or two order 
magnitude smaller than those by the ion-cell model. This tendency can be seen other 
data by MD [51-53], although there are some exceptions [54]. The discrepancy may be 
ascribed to the difference in concepts of relative dielectric constants: r in MD is 
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provided inherently by potential functions of molecules (especially solvents) without 
any specification of the value, whereas the value should be provided as an external 
parameter in the ion-cell model. 
    The Stern model has the equivalent circuit of the inner- and the GC-capacitor in a 
series. The two capacitances are separated physically at x2. The capacitance of the 
present model can also be rewritten as an equivalent circuit on the basis of Eq. (23) 
which states that the capacitance is a sum of the contributions of ion-ion interactions for 
the target cation, that of the target anion, and that of the external voltage. The sum 
suggests a parallel connection of the three capacitances, as illustrated in Fig. 14. The 
positive (negative) charge facing the anion (cation) in Fig. 14 means the charge of the 
mirror image. The external voltage alters locations of the ions to yield ion.  
    When we let the thicknesses of the inner layer and the diffuse layer be x1 and x2, 
ions are distributed in x > x2 for the Stern-GC theory. In contrast, distribution of ion in 
the ion-cell model is restricted to r0 < x < 3a-2r0, and it is not necessary to introduce 
deliberately the inner layer. The correspondence between the Stern model and the 
present model is x1 0, x2  r0, -1  3a-2r0. 
    The inner layer of the Stern model mentions that solvent molecules are adsorbed 
on the electrode in a monolayer form. In order to keep the adsorption, the adsorption 
energy should be larger than the thermal energy, kBT = 4.110-21 J (=2.4 kJ mol-1), and 
the energy of the electric tension, |U2| ( = e2/320rr0) = 2.310-21 J at x = r0. The 
electric tension is a typical physical adsorption. This physical adsorption energy is 
smaller than the thermal energy. The energy of supporting the adsorption may be 
chemical adsorption specific to the electrode. Therefore, the monolayer adsorption is 
not suitable for a general model of solvent adsorption. 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
    The GC theory takes the sum of positive charge and negative one at a common 
position although ions cannot be overlapped. The ion-cell model prevents the overlap so 
that each ion is included in a cell of which volume is close to that of ions in the bulk. An 
advantage of the ion-cell model is to avoid extra-condensation by the electric field. 
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Consequently the differential capacitance at high voltage can be kept constant rather 
than the exponential increase. The appearance of two humps in the calculated 
capacitance vs. voltage curves agrees with the experimental data. Dependence of 
capacitance on salt concentrations also agrees with experiments. Another advantage is to 
possibility of incorporation of other forces by the following simple technique: 
formalization of a force, integration for energy, evaluation of partition functions, and 
simple computation of the capacitance by means of data base software. The model is 
valid for high concentrations of ions. 
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Figure Captions 
 
Fig. 1. Ion-cell model for the target cation (black circles) and the target 
anion (white circle). 
 
Fig. 2. Variations of four energies in U+n (n = 1 – 4) in Eq. (11) with x+ 
for x- = 1.5a, a = 0.94 nm, r0 = 0.185 nm, 0 = 0.026 V at 25oC.  
 
Fig. 3. Dependence of x+ and x- on the applied potential at cb = 1.0 mol 
dm-3, calculated from Eq. (17). Lines (a) and (b) are the furthest and 
the nearest approach of the ions, respectively, to the electrode for very 
large values of |0|. Circles indicate size of the ion. 
 
Fig. 4. Potential-dependence of the derivative of <x+> and <x-> with 
respect to 0 under the same conditions as in Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 5. Potential-variation of the surface charge density at cb = 1 mol 
dm-3. The dotted line is a contribution only of the external electric field. 
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Fig. 6. Variation of the differential capacitance with the potential for cb 
= 1.0 mol dm-3 with (solid) and without (dashed) neighboring ion-ion 
interaction, the capacitance caused by the external field 
(dashed-dotted), experimental data by (a) Valette, (b) Damaskin et al, 
(c) Grahame, and (d) by Foresti et al. 
 
Fig. 7. Differential capacitance vs. potential for cb = (a) 3, (b) 1, (c) 0.3 
and (d) 0.1 mol dm-3. 
 
Fig. 8. Variation of the differential capacitance at 0 = 0 V with 
concentrations. (a) C vs. cb, (b) C vs. cb1/3, (c) C(external field) vs.cb1/3, 
(d) experimental data by Valette, and (e) those by Grahame. 
 
Fig. 9. Distribution of the potential in the double layer for 0 = (a) 0.1 V 
and (b) 0.2 V at cb = 1.0 mol dm-3, calculated from Eq. (25). The dashed 
line is for the distribution by the external voltage. 
 
Fig. 10. Variations of the electric field at the electrode with applied 
voltage at cb = (a) 0.1, (b) 1.0, and (c) 3.0 mol dm-3, calculated from Eq. 
(26). The dashed lines are only for the external electric field. 
 
Fig. 11. Potential dependence of differential capacitances for (a) the 
GC-model, (b) the solvent primitive model, and (c) the exclusion 
volume model [45] with the Poisson-Boltzmann type at cb = 1.0 mol 
dm-3 and 2r = 0.24 nm. Curve (d) is the ion-cell model for the same 
parameters as the above. 
 
Fig. 12. Potential dependence of differential capacitances for (a) the 
hard sphere model including non-electrostatic interactions [46] and (b) 
the ion-cell model at cb = (1) 0.04, (2) 0.1 and (3) 0.4 M for 2r = 1 nm.  
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Fig. 13. Potential dependence of differential capacitances obtained by 
MD for (a) NaCl at Ag(111) [47], (b) LiCl [48] (c) LiPF6 [49], and 
obtained by the ion-cell model under the respectively similar conditions 
(a'), (b') and (c'). 
 
Fig. 14. Model of the equivalent circuit for a parallel connection of 
capacitive components by the anion, the external voltage, and the 
cation from the top to the bottom. 
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